
VAM 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Throughout this presentation there are notes provided to help you explain what the slides mean and presentation tips to keep it running smoothly.  For this slide you might say“This presentation is designed to provide you with a conceptual understanding of the Value Added Model (VAM).  The VAM will provide student data for your annual evaluation.” 



Presentation 
 Introduction 
 Part 1 – Value Added Model Explained 
 Part 2 – Student Predictions 
 Part 3 – School and Teacher Value Added 
 Part 4 – Classifying Teachers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Say:“The presentation has four parts.The Introduction will provide a brief overview of the of how the VAM came about.  The remaining four parts describe various aspects of the model.”



Pointillism 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You may choose to use the following slides or not.  They are meant to let your teachers know that this presentation will give them the overall view rather than all the minute little details.  If you choose to use it, say:“Before we get into the body of the presentation I’d like to give you a point of reference on how to interpret this presentation.   Pointillism offers a good analogy for the point of reference.”



Pointillism is a technique of painting in which small, 
distinct dots of pure color are applied in patterns to form 
an image.  

Sunday Afternoon on the Island of La Grande Jatte, Georges Seurat 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first part of the slide will show up.  Say:“When you look closely at a pointillist painting, it is a collection of dots that have no meaning. ”Click the mouse to go to the second part of the slide.  Say: “But by backing away from the painting and looking at the whole thing, it takes on meaning that can be more readily understood.Throughout this presentation we are going to be looking at “the big picture.”  If we get bogged down in the minute details, we’ll never understand the big picture.  For now, we need to focus on understanding the overall VAM rather than the tiny little parts.”



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Say:“The Value Added Model (VAM) is new and distinctly different from any student performance data that was used in the past.  We’ll begin by looking at the reasons we’ll be using the VAM beginning this year.”



F.S. 1012.34(3)(a)1 
 Performance of students.—At least 50 percent of a 

performance evaluation must be based upon data and 
indicators of student learning growth assessed annually by 
statewide assessments or, for subjects and grade levels not 
measured by statewide assessments, by school district 
assessments as provided in s. 1008.22(8). Each school 
district must use the formula adopted pursuant to 
paragraph (7)(a) for measuring student learning growth in 
all courses associated with statewide assessments and must 
select an equally appropriate formula for measuring 
student learning growth for all other grades and subjects, 
except as otherwise provided in subsection (7). 

 Section 1012.34(3)(a)1., Florida Statutes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Do not dwell on this slide or the next one.  Say:“This is the statutory language requiring the use of student performance as part of your annual evaluation.”



F.S. 1012.34(7)(a)  
 By June 1, 2011, the Commissioner of Education shall approve a formula to 

measure individual student learning growth on the Florida Comprehensive 
Assessment Test (FCAT) administered under s. 1008.22(3)(c)1. The formula 
must take into consideration each student’s prior academic performance. The 
formula must not set different expectations for student learning growth based 
upon a student’s gender, race, ethnicity, or socioeconomic status. In the 
development of the formula, the commissioner shall consider other factors 
such as a student’s attendance record, disability status, or status as an English 
language learner. The commissioner shall select additional formulas as 
appropriate for the remainder of the statewide assessments included under s. 
1008.22 and continue to select formulas as new assessments are implemented 
in the state system. After the commissioner approves the formula to measure 
individual student learning growth on the FCAT and as additional formulas are 
selected by the commissioner for new assessments implemented in the state 
system, the State Board of Education shall adopt these formulas by rule. 

 Section 1012.34(7)(a), Florida Statutes 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again, do not dwell on this slide.  Say:“This is the statutory language that requires the Commissioner of Education to develop a formula to be used uniformly statewide.”



Basically the statutes say: 
 All school districts are required to base 50% of the 

teacher’s annual evaluation on student test scores 
 The VAM was adopted by administrative rule to fulfill 

the statutory requirement 
 The same rule applies to everyone – there is no district 

discretion 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide summarizes the previous two statutes.  Read the slide.  Then say:“Two key points hereThis applies to every teacher in the stateDistricts have no discretion on the formula.”



Committee to Recommend a Model  
 School Board Members      1 
 District Administrators      6 
 School-based Administrators     2 
 Teachers        10 
 Consortium Representatives     1 
 Postsecondary Representatives     3 
 Union Representative      1 
 State PTA Representative       1 
 Parent        1 
 Business Representative      1 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Don’t read the slide.  Leave it up while you make these points:Say or make the following key points:“As required by statute, the Commissioner of Education established a committee to develop a model to implement the state requirement. As you can see, the committee was broad based.  12 of the 27 members were active, school-based personnel.  18 of the total were employed in K12 systems.Teachers were drawn from across various subjects and grade levels.”



Technical Expertise 
 American Institutes for Research (AIR) (www.air.org) 

 Collected requests and requirements from the 
committee 

 Ran over 120 different VAMs and returned data 
 The committee chose the model that best met the 

guidelines they set down and the requirements of the 
statutes 

 The model was recommended to the Commissioner 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Say:“The committee was supported by technical experts in the field of personnel evaluation.AIR is a think tank headquartered in Washington, D.C.  It is a major player in the development and evaluation of personnel effectiveness models in education and other occupational fields.”



Summary of Introduction 
 A student performance component is mandated in 

state law 
 A model chosen was selected with educator input 

based on options presented by technical experts 
 The value added model was accepted by the 

Commissioner and approved by State Board of 
Education 

 It will be applied equally to all educators state-wide 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a summary of the introduction section.  For this slide go through each of the bullet points.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This section provides a baseline with which the teachers are familiar and explains how the VAM differs from those models.  Say:“In this section we’re going to review student performance models we’re familiar with then look at how the value added model differs from them.  Again, we will be looking at the big picture to understand the VAM.”



Methods for Measuring Student 
Performance 
 Status Method 
 Simple Growth Model 
 Value Added Growth Model 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Say:“These are methods that are commonly used to measure student performance.  We’ll look at the first two, status and simple growth, briefly, then spend more time on the VAM.”



Status Methods 
 Simply compute averages or percent proficient using a 

single year of test score data 
 Sometimes makes comparisons from year to year, but 

they generally are based on different groups of 
students 

 Examples 
 20% of the class had a level three 
 This year’s third graders averaged 3 scale score points 

more than last year’s 
 This method is used extensively in high performing 

parts of school grades and AYP 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Say:“Status methods are the most widely used method of describing student performance.  This is the method used for calculating the high performing parts of school grades.”“This should look familiar to you.”



Simple Growth Models 
 Measure changes in an individual student’s 

performance from one test to another 
 Examples 

 His DSS score went up to 1,610 from 1,595 
 Her achievement level in reading was 3 for both years 

 This is used extensively in the gains sections of school 
grades 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Say:“Simple growth models are also used in school grades.  This should be familiar to you as well.”Give them a few minutes to review the slide then say:“And then there’s value added.”



Value Added Models (VAM) 
 A value-added model is a statistical model that uses 

student-level growth scores to differentiate teacher 
performance in the area of student learning growth. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read the slide. Then say:“This is not as familiar as the previous two.  But then that’s understandable – it’s new.  But it’s not that different from what we already do.”



VAM Simplified 
 Step 1:  Determine where the student is starting 
 Step 2:  Predict where he will probably be at the end of 

this year – based on how similar students usually 
perform 

 Step 3:  Measure the student at the end of the year 
 Step 4:  Compare predicted value to measured value 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide will provide the framework to explain what happens in a VAM.Go over the steps. Then say:That’s not so bad.  This is something we do regularly, other than the predicting part.  We’ve made guesses as to where the students will be at the end of the year, but that’s all they have been is guesses.  The VAM actually gives us a predicted value.”



What the VAM is used for 
 If the student’s FCAT score at the end of the year is 

greater than the predicted score, then the teacher 
ADDED VALUE to student performance. 

 If the two scores are the same, then the teacher 
facilitated expected growth. 

 If the predicted value is higher than the measured 
value, then the teacher did not add value and did not 
facilitate expected growth. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an important slide.  Say this first:“Where the steps are simple to understand, The use of the results is what is so important.”Read the bullet points and make sure the teachers understand these points.  Particularly the first bullet point.  In fact, go back to the first bullet point again after reading the other two.  Now ask:“Do you understand what Value Added means?  It means the student did better than predicted.”Click to the next page to show a graphic



Graphically 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide is a graph of value added that may provide the teachers with a visual image of what value added means.Say:“Graphically, it would look like this.  The value added is the score that exceeds to predicted value.”



The Bottom Line on VAM 
 In order to be considered highly effective on student 

performance, the teacher must add value 
 Achieving expected (predicted) growth is an effective 

teacher, not a highly effective one 
 Not reaching the predicted value indicates 

improvement is needed 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again – an important slide.  Read the slide then say:“This is important for you to understand.  In order to be classified as highly effective on the student performance part of your teacher evaluation, you must now “add value”.  To work with a student to achieve the predicted growth is the minimal expectation.  As you will see later, there are other elements that go into your annual evaluation.  Student performance is only one part.Ask:“Is this point clear?”



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Say:“So the VAM is looking for added value.  The next two sections will explain, conceptually, how those values are calculated.Again, keep in mind that we are looking at the big picture.”



The Big Question Then… 
 If everything is based on the student meeting the predicted 

score, then 
 

How is the predicted value calculated? 
 
 Covariate adjustment model 

 Similar to what is used in Los Angeles Unified School 
District, New York City and Washington, D.C. 

 It uses prior test scores and other variables to adjust the 
predicted values 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the question that has probably come up already.  The next several slides address the question “How are the student gains calculated.”Read the first bullet point, then say:“This is obviously important since it is the fundamental data piece in the entire calculation.  Covariate adjustment model simply means that a number of factors are taken into account in predicting the students’ test scores.”



What is used to calculate  
the predicted score? 
 Biggest variable – prior year score 
 Second biggest – the year before that 

 
 Those two things account for most of the variation 
 Here’s an example 

 If Johnny had an AL 3 last year, he’ll probably have a 3 
this year. 

 If he had a 3 last year and a 3 the year before, he’ll really 
probably get a 3 this year 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Go over the bullet points then say:“The best predictor of future behavior is past performance.  You’ve all heard that.  It is true here as well. The model looks at two years of test score data if it is available, one year if it is not.  Prior year test scores are the baseline for predicting the student’s performance at the end of the year.But the test scores themselves are not used in isolation – other variables are factored in as well.”



Other things that are used to 
calculate a predicted score… 
 More time in instruction     (+) 
 Difference from modal age  (retention)   (-) 
 Attendance       (+) 
 Number of students in class     (-) 
 Similarity of student scores in class    (+) 
 Language impaired      (-) 
 SLD intervention/support    (+) 
 ELL intervention/support    (+) 
 Mobility        (-) 
 Intellectual disability      (-) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Say:“This is a list of the other things that are factored in.  The symbols represent the effect of the variable on the student’s predicted score.  For example – the more time spent in discipline specific learning activities, the greater the predicted score.”Go through the list.  Point out that the + and – signs indicate how they affect the predicted grade.  For example, everyday attendance contributes positively to the student’s predicted score.A couple of notes. Some are self-explanatory, some need clarification. Difference from modal age is an indication of retention.   Number of students in class.  Negative variable – the more kids in the class the lower the predicted grade. Similarity of student scores in class.  A wide range of student prior year scores in a class will result in a lower predicted score for all students in the class. SLD and ELL – These are positive because they represent whether or not the student is receiving services, not whether they are so classified. Mobility – The more times a student has changed schools historically, the worse their performance.Because all of these variables are taken into account to make a prediction of the student’s score, any difference between the prediction and the students actual score is assumed to be only the effect of the teacher and not of any other outside factors.



Notably Missing… 
 Race 
 Gender 
 Ethnicity 
 Socioeconomic status 

 
 These categories are specifically prohibited by law 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These will probably come to the teachers’ minds and be asked about.  Say:“You are probably thinking these variables should be included in the calculations, and you may be right.  But they are specifically prohibited by law.Now, let’s look at some results of the predictions to get a better feel for what the results of the calculations are like.”Click to go to the next slide.Background information:  Each of these is taken into account in the student’s historical grades.  Gender, race and ethnicity are fixed.  If they affect the students scores this year, they also affected them last year and will affect them again next year, generally in the same way.  Socioeconomic status may change, but tends to be a long-term attribute as well.  You may choose to bring this up or just point out that the attributes are prohibited from the model.



Elementary Data Example 
166 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Say:“What you are looking at is an extract from the student value added data provided by the state. These are real data.  The extract lists 14 students.  These students were selected because they were all in the fifth grade in 1011 and all of them had a Reading DSS score of 1595 on the spring 2010 FCAT (column 2).  The fourth column displays the predicted score for each of the students.  Notice they are all different.  That’s because all of the students had different “other variables” going into the calculation.  Look at the first student on the list.  The formula predicts that his score will GO DOWN by 49 points.  Of the 14 students, the formula predicts that 5 will have lower DSS scores this year than they had last year.Keep looking at the first student.  The model predicted his score would drop from 1595 to 1545.  Well it did drop, but only to 1554 (column 6).  It only went down 41 points instead of the predicted 49.  The TEACHER ADDED VALUE TO THIS STUDENT because the measured score was higher than the predicted score.”Mouse click to display the red number then say:“Under the old rules, 166 was the number of DSS points gain that would have been needed for the student to have one year’s growth.  Notice that of the six students who had value added, 4 of them did not have this much gain but still counted.”



What’s All This Mean? 
 Expectations of student growth is individualized 
 Meeting the predicted score is the mark of an effective 

teacher 
 A highly effective teacher will exceed the predicted 

score, i.e., add value 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Say:“So what’s this mean?  It means student growth will be calculated on individual student characteristics rather than some generic “cut score” that was created years ago and has limited meaning.  Value is added when a student’s actual score exceeds the predicted score.”



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The third part of this presentation goes the next step.  It explains how student data are aggregated to the school and teacher level.Say:“Now we have a conceptual understanding of what value added is as well as how the fundamental part of the calculation – student predicted score – is derived.   We’re going to continue to go with the big picture on part 3 as well.  Part 3 is about school and teacher values.”



Aggregation 
 Aggregation means putting things together in groups. 
 There are logical groups in K12 education 

 Statewide  
 By district 
 By school  
 By teacher 
 By grade 
 By benchmark 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Say:“To start this off we need to understand what’s meant by aggregating data.   Aggregation simply means to look at information in different groups.  There are many ways to aggregate the data.  We do it all the time.  School grades aggregate data at the school level.We talk about data aggregated at the teacher level in our data chats.Aggregation is a common and useful methodology in education.”



Example for a Framework 
 On Track 

 Aggregated by grade, by subject 
 Then by benchmark 

 District aggregate average 
 School aggregate average 
 Class aggregate average 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide is to provide a framework for the upcoming slides.  By relating back to something they know, the next sections will be easier to conceptualize.Say:“Here’s an example of an aggregation we use regularly in Alachua County.  On Track results are returned to the schools aggregated by grade, by subject and by benchmark.  They are then further aggregated by those aggregates at the district, school and teacher levels.The district aggregate is the “ruler”.  District-wide we assume everyone followed the instructional calendar so this is where everyone tested should be at this time.You then look at how the school grade compares to the district.  If it’s at the district average then the school is staying “On Track”.Then you look at the teacher’s average for the benchmark.  If it’s below, then this is an area the teacher and students need help with to bring them up to expectation.”



VAM Statewide Aggregate 
 Similar to On Track, the statewide FCAT data are used 

as the “ruler” 
 The statewide aggregate data are used to establish the 

factors that are used to predict student scores. 
 It also calculates, on average, what portion of the 

students at any grade level and subject are meeting 
their predicted scores. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Say:“VAM has similar aggregate levels.  VAM aggregates by grade, by subject, then further at the state, school, and teacher levels.  Statewide, data are aggregated and used to calculate the student predicted scores.”Background information:  The values used in predicting student scores are called beta coefficients.  For example.  To determine the effect of attendance on scores for eighth grade reading tests, the effect caused by a single absence is statistically derived for all 200,000 students who took the test (other things held constant).  That gives you an average amount statewide that is added to a student’s actual score for each day a student is in attendance.  That factor is then applied to the individual student calculations.



School Component 
 The school component asks the question – are the 

students in the school meeting their predicted values? 
 Component is centered on O 
 The difference may be caused by 

 Population of the school 
 School culture 
 Leadership 
 Teachers 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Say:“Aggregation at the school level is used to develop a “School Component”.  The school component asks whether or not the school is, overall, succeeding in meeting the meeting the students’ predicted scores.The second bullet is important.  The school component may be a positive or negative number.  If it is a perfect O that means that all the students in the school as a whole met their predicted scores.  Some may have met it and others did not, but , as a whole, the school’s students met the predicted values.”“Whatever the reason, the school component describes the amount of learning that is typical for students in each school that differs from the prediction.”Stress this:“Remember this is not whether or not the students meet the standards – it’s whether or not they meet the expectation (predicted value).  This all goes back to students achieving the predicted values.”



Teacher Effect 
 The teacher component aggregates data at the 

classroom level. 
 The effect is centered on O 
 It’s all about the students in the teacher’s class meeting 

or exceeding their predicted scores. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Say:“The teacher component is also called the teacher effect. The teacher component asks whether or not the teacher is, overall, succeeding in meeting the meeting the students’ predicted scores.  As with the school component, the teacher effect is centered on O. If it is a perfect O that means that all the students the teacher taught as a whole met their predicted scores.  Some may have met it and others did not, but, as a whole, the teacher’s students met the predicted values.The teacher effect answers the question of whether or not the teacher taught the students effectively enough for them to meet or exceed their individual predicted values.  It’s not whether or not they met the standards, or the school average – it’s whether or not the students met their individual predicted values.  Again, this all goes back to students achieving the predicted values.Does this mean the teachers are competing against each other?  No, they are not.  It’s not about exceeding some average, it’s about exceeding expectations.  Every teacher in the school can help students exceed their expectations.”



Calculating Teacher Value Added 
 

Teacher Effect 
Plus  

50% of the School Component 
Equals 

Teacher Value Added Score 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Say:“These calculations are now used to calculate the Teacher Value Added Score.  The value added model takes the teacher effect and a school component into account in determining the teacher’s overall value added.  This creates the final value that will then be used in the final calculation for the teacher’s annual evaluation.The 50% of the school value component was adopted in the model approved by the Commissioner of Education and the Board of Education.  We can argue the pros and cons but the fact remains – it will be used in the calculation.”Background information:  The rational of the committee that adopted the model went like this.  If the school component was not included and the school had a concerted school-wide effort with teachers working together to better the instruction across the school, then teachers would get no credit for their participation in school-wide initiatives and therefore be less inclined to participate.  At the other end of the spectrum, if it is included and if there were negative school factors such as ineffective leadership, fewer resources, peer influences or community factors, it could create an incentive for teachers to avoid struggling schools.  The option to go with 50% was a compromise.The formula simply recognizes that some of the school effect is a result of teacher actions within their schools and that they should receive some credit, good or bad, in their overall value-added effects.



Key Points on Determining 
Teacher Value Added 
 Student predicted scores are the fundamental part of 

the model. 
 The school component is based on the aggregate 

performance of students in the school compared to the 
predicted performance of students 

 The teacher effect is based on the aggregate 
performance of students in the teacher’s class 
compared to the predicted performance of students 

 The overall teacher added value includes the teacher 
effect and 50% of the school component. 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Say:“It’s important you understand these points at this time.”Go over each bullet point.Stress the point that everything is tied back to the predicted score of the student.  Teachers are not competing with each other.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Say:“The final part of the presentation looks at the process by which value added scores will be combined with other data into teacher classifications.  Remember that we’re  looking at the big picture not the minute details.”



Classifying Teachers 
 Current classifications 

 Highly Effective 
 Effective 
 Needs Improvement/Developing 
 Unsatisfactory 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Say:“Teachers, all instructional personnel for that matter, are to be classified into the following categories.  The final evaluation value will be submitted to the DOE.Developing is a special category used locally for teachers in their first three years of teaching.”



Your Final Evaluation – Classroom 
Teachers at FCAT Tested Grade 
Levels 
 If you teach at a grade level where the FCAT is 

administered, your final evaluation will be calculated 
as follows: 
 40% based on student performance (teacher value 

added score as calculated by the state) for the students 
you teach 

 40% based on Principal Evaluation 
 20% Lesson Study Results 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Say:“The teacher value added score is only a portion of your final evaluation.  Your final evaluation is calculated as follows if you teach at grade levels tested by the FCAT.40% based on student performance (teacher value added score – includes the teacher effect and the school component)40% based on Principal Evaluation20% Lesson Study ResultsPlease note.  All classroom teachers other than math teachers, will have their evaluation tied to the reading scores of their students.  This applies regardless of the course you are teaching - reading, languages, social studies, science, electives and so forth.  Elementary teachers will be tied to both math and reading where the teacher is responsible for both.These are the percentages for this upcoming school year.  The student performance part may increase in the future as more data become available.”Background information:  The legislation requires 50% for student performance.  This year we were given a baseline year waiver to make it 40%



Your Final Evaluation – 
Classroom Teachers at non- 
FCAT Tested Grade Levels 
 If you do not teach at an FCAT tested grade level your 

final evaluation will be calculated as follows: 
 40% based on school component for reading 
 40% based on Principal Evaluation 
 20% Lesson Study Results 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Say:“Your final evaluation is calculated as follows if you are teacher at a grade level not tested on the FCAT.40% based on student performance for (school component for reading)40% based on Principal Evaluation20% Lesson Study ResultsPlease note.  If you teach multiple grade levels and one of these grade levels has an FCAT reading test associated with it, your entire evaluation will be based on the teacher value added score as calculated by the state.These are the percentages for this upcoming school year.  The student performance part may increase in the future as more data become available.”Background information:  The legislation requires 50% for student performance.  This year we were given a baseline year waiver to make it 40%.



Your Final Evaluation – Non-
classroom Based Teachers 
 If you do not have direct classroom instruction 

responsibilities (ex: deans, BRTs, TSAs, reading 
coaches, etc.) your final evaluation will be calculated 
as follows: 
 40% based on school component 
 40% based on Supervisor Evaluation 
 20% Lesson Study Results 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Say:“Your final evaluation is calculated as follows if you are a non-classroom-based teacher.40% based on student performance (school component) 40% based on Supervisor Evaluation20% Lesson Study ResultsThese are the percentages for this upcoming school year.  The student performance part may increase in the future as more data become available.Please note:  If your assignment involves multiple schools, a school value will be assigned to you by the superintendent.The specifics on how this will be applied to different faculty groups is still being working out.  We will be updated when the decisions are made.”Background information:  The legislation requires 50% for student performance.  This year we were given a baseline year waiver to make it 40%.



Teacher classification 
 Teacher classification as highly effective, effective, 

needs improvement/developing, unsatisfactory is 
based on all three. 
 Value added to students 
 Principal evaluation 
 Lesson study 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Go over the points.



Summarizing the Whole VAM Thing 
 Individual student scores are predicted based on past 

scores and individual student characteristics 
 Value is added where the predicted score is exceeded 

by the actual score 
 Value added by a teacher is a combination of the value 

added to all students in the teacher’s class and a 
portion of the school component 

 The teacher value added points + the principal 
appraisal points + lesson study points = teacher 
classification. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Go over the slide.  Say:“There’s an old Chinese blessing/curse that says, ‘May you live in interesting times’.  Blessing or curse, like it or not, we live in interesting times.”



Resources 
 This presentation and additional more detailed 

information on the application of the value added 
model can be found on the website listed below.  

 As additional information is made available it will be 
posted here 

 http://www.sbac.edu/~research/vam.html 
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